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Q-line® Fencing for Sublime Walker: Maximum Safety and
Durability
Design the Ideal Training Space for Your Horses
Opt for the unparalleled quality of Q-line® fencing when equipping your
Sublime Horse Exerciser. These fences, made from top-quality North
European pine and spruce, ensure not only safety but also comfort
during your horses' training. They are specifically designed for their
long lifespan and excellent finish.

Customizable and Flexible Fencing for Your Horse Exerciser
Complete your training setup with our versatile fences. The standard
configuration includes round milled posts, a top rail with rounded
corners, and a similar side plank. For additional strength and safety,
you can opt for additional planks or multiple layers of our durable band.
Each set comes with the necessary mounting materials and a
functional wooden gate, complete with hanging and closing hardware.

Reasons to Choose Q-line® Fencing:
Safety: Specifically designed to keep your horses safe during training.
Customizability: Fully adaptable to your specific needs.
High-Quality Materials: Long lifespan thanks to durable North
European pine and spruce.
Complete Delivery: Includes all necessary components for assembly
and a wooden gate.

High-Quality Milled Pine Posts - Green Impregnated and Durable
Perfect Diameter Ø12cm for Effective Drainage and Easy Installation
Discover our superior milled pine posts, ideal for fencing your training
mill. These posts, with a consistent diameter of 12cm, ensure a
streamlined and perfectly round shape. The crowned end allows for
effective drainage, while the pointed end simplifies installation. The
KOMO-certified brown impregnation significantly extends the lifespan.

Strong Spruce Planks and Rails with Rounded Corners for Horse
Exerciser
Fencing Spruce Planks: Ideal for outdoor constructions, with a width of
145mm and a thickness of 28mm. The brown impregnation offers both
durability and aesthetics.
Spruce Rails: Perfect for fencing, with a width of 95mm and a thickness
of 45mm. These rails provide robustness and are resistant to severe
weather conditions.

Flexible construction

Smooth finish

Horse friendly



Features

Safety:
The Q-line® fences are designed to let your horses walk as safely as possible while training in the walker. All wooden
parts are rounded and mounted in such a way that this results in the least risk of injury in the event of an emergency.

Durability:
By using wood preservation we can guarantee a very long life. The wood is impregnated under pressure, which ensures
that it does not need any further finishing.

Appearance:
The wood can be preserved in various ways. This can be done in three ways, only preservation, preservation with a
water-repellent treatment or preservation with a brown color. The posts are made sustainable in order to have a longer
lifespan and better properties against attack by, for example, fungi.

Maintenance:
All fences are maintenance-free due to the sustainability of the materials.

Quality mark:
All wood has the required quality marks. The wood quality can be demonstrated with a KOMO product certificate.



Standard options

Plank 12 meter walker Band 12 meter walker



Specifications

Basic material Brown pressure treated Pine and Spruce

Amount of layers 1 top rail, 1 kick board

Included Round post 12cm L=2,50 meter

Diameter 12,82 meter

Suited for Horse exerciser 12 meter

Width Walkway 2,5 meter

Height 1,6 meter

Fixings Included

Colour Brown pressure treated

Suplied as standard Wood gate 2x1,5 meter + 2 square corner posts 15x15 cm 2,5mtr long

Quality mark KOMO

Not included Concrete for gate posts

Transport weight 1067 kg

Transport size 250 x 80 x 150 cm
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